The excision of 3' penultimate errors by DNA polymerase I and its role in endonuclease V-mediated DNA repair.
Deamination of adenine can occur spontaneously under physiological conditions, and is enhanced by exposure of DNA to ionizing radiation, UV light, nitrous acid, or heat, generating the highly mutagenic lesion of deoxyinosine in DNA. Such DNA lesions tends to generate A:T to G:C transition mutations if unrepaired. In Escherichia coli, deoxyinosine is primarily removed through a repair pathway initiated by endonuclease V (endo V). In this study, we compared the repair of three mutagenic deoxyinosine lesions of A-I, G-I, and T-I using E. coli cell-free extracts as well as reconstituted protein system. We found that 3'-5' exonuclease activity of DNA polymerase I (pol I) was very important for processing all deoxyinosine lesions. To understand the nature of pol I in removing damaged nucleotides, we systemically analyzed its proofreading to 12 possible mismatches 3'-penultimate of a nick, a configuration that represents a repair intermediate generated by endo V. The results showed all mismatches as well as deoxyinosine at the 3' penultimate site were corrected with similar efficiency. This study strongly supports for the idea that the 3'-5' exonuclease activity of E. coli pol I is the primary exonuclease activity for removing 3'-penultimate deoxyinosines derived from endo V nicking reaction.